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About This Game

The vast horizons are full of pirates, vagabonds with no claim to the ground their feet tread. Amongst the bandits scattered
across the oceans, four factions dominate the worlds main landmasses. Eutopia's conquest will be the force that rids the world of

its calamity. Making way for a new era of prosperity, with all continents under one banner.

In a world where sea battles are the punch line of jokes uttered by historians, the generals of Eutopia focus their efforts on
reviving the lost art of ship building to aid in the campaign against aerially superior foes. Hiring small bands of mercenaries to
take to the seas and launch a global attack on all fronts from beneath the skies. Though, as men once again set sail, the ocean

reminds why the depths were abandoned all those years ago.

All Guns On Deck is a strategy, real time tactics action rpg, naval combat game with a unique battle system and unforgiving
world to conquer. Players find themselves in the boots of a naive young sea captain, eager to take to the waves in support of the

war effort of his great nation.

Features:

Intense sea to aerial combat.

Capture ports & destroy enemy garrisons.

Battle colossal sea monsters.
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Command up to 5 guns on your warship.

Take full direct weapon control or manage ships crew.

Multiple crew types from welders, engineers, fireman and many more.

Tons of items and consumables to find.

Loads of weapons to arm your vessels.

Many ships from cruisers to aircraft carriers.

A vast world spanning 6 continents.
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Title: All Guns On Deck
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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it should be for mobile, not PC. Like a slower, dumbed down version of Soldat.

Still fun though till someone starts predicting your moves a bit too well.... A great game, It felt like I had traveled back in time
to the golden age of games.. I expected something lemmings style. The mechanics is quite different, but equally funny.
On the only bad thing is on my ubuntu 14.04.4 it destabilizes steam (I saved dodos, but eventually I had to "kill -9" steam).
Severely unpolished. But it's very cheap. torn between a yes and a no, so I'll go with a no. It's a horribly done mobile game port
of a probably very bad mobile game. Blatant money grab with no playability, they put no effort to convert it to a proper PC
game. Avoid avoid, I got a refund immediately.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/SP-8joZrXGw. I have completed the game on silver. After they did the first patch I have enjoy my time with
the Goblin.

Here is my pros and cons:

The pros

-Epic Christmas music!
-When you get a cool power-up that make your enemies explode in so many little pieces around you so that you can not see
yourself. Feels awesome.
-That the game varies as much as it does.
-Death battle against a perverse elf. So weird and fun.
-Being able to choose your own ending.

The cons

-There are some small errors in the game, most have no great influence. However, on the third level on the third world, there
was an error in which the game continued for 15 seconds after the level was supposed to be over. Worth noting that I was
suddenly invisible in those 15 seconds, and could be hit.
-The world where you fly on Rudolf's okay, but not my cup of tea. It is not as fun as the rest of the game.

My conclusion:

The Night Christmas Ended is a nice little Christmas game. I plan to play it a little on gold also. I will play it again next year,
just to hear the cool music it is worth playing again. I hope that the developer has corrected some of the errors at that time..
Meh. The battles were so dull and the scrolly-text was disinteresting.. Very fun and interesting space economy simugame,
definitely worth the price!
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Finished the game. Didn't crash once. Idk if those old reviews are relevant.
Fun combat. Nice Art. Happy-go-lucky feel.

Could use more:
Class progression, some polish.

But:
I got this game for 3 dollars and its amazing for 3 dollars. It looks great, combat style is unique, graphics is not bad, if it has
single player mission or story mode, it'd be even better.

I will give this game 8 out of 10, -2 for no single player session.. It's a Zuma clone, but it's a really fun Zuma clone with a nice
art style and pleasing sound effects. The level select screen looks weirdly stretched on a widescreen monitor, but that's minor..
Dropped 500 units of cocaine ,$14.000.000 and a minigun on street, then accidently surrendered to police officer on day 345..
they look cool but you cant get them easily
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